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This study explored if j-bloggers are influenced by seven factors: complexity, blog 

ownership, size, job-satisfaction, ad-dependency, editor, and bureaucracy. It starts from 

the question that even if, in general, weblogs are considered a symbol of freedom, j-

bloggers might not have autonomy. Seven hypotheses were delivered.  

Seven influencing factors in this study were guided by gatekeeping theory, 

following the assumption that gatekeeping theory can also be applied to certain types of 

new media, including weblogs. 

This study proposed a Web-based survey method to be completed by j-bloggers. To 

test seven hypotheses, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), multiple regression, and 

multivariate analysis of covariate were performed.  

As a result, it was found out that ad-dependency influence journalist blogger. It 

means journalists’ weblogs are not free from the oversight of their organizations but are 



x 

partially influenced by organizational interests. Therefore, these findings seem to indicate 

the journalists’ weblogs might function as alternative media in a way similar to citizens’ 

weblogs. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The rapid rate of adoption of the Internet indicates that it is one of the fastest 

growing innovations in human history (Rogers, 2003). Rogers asserts that in 2001, there 

were an estimated one hundred million Internet users over the age of fifteen in the U.S.   

 Focusing particularly on weblogs, several researchers predict that weblogs will 

become an alternative form of media. Gillmor (2004), in his book We the Media, uses the 

term “grassroots journalism” with reference to weblogs and spends pages attempting to 

demonstrate the significance of weblogs and their potential as an alternative media 

format. He contends that the low cost of blogs coupled with their open source nature will 

aid in this Internet format becoming a substitute for traditional media. “Decentralized 

information” ranging over location and time is the key to understanding this grassroots 

media. New technologies are making this possible due to the fact that ideal media are 

audience-centered rather than journalist-centered (Singer, 1998). For these reasons, 

Gillmor encourages former audiences to establish their own media and to join the media 

aggressively. There are even handbooks for beginning bloggers being published, 

including those directed toward bloggers and cyber-dissidents published by Reporters 

Without Borders, providing readers with suggestions for the fastest and easiest ways of 

building their own cyber homes. Hewitt (2005) also shares the same view as Gillmor for 

weblogs’ alternativity. He insists that the weblog’s communicatory reformation is greatly 

benefited from broad availability of information and it has a very similar aspect with the 
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religious reform back in the medieval ages since religious reform was also greatly 

benefited  from a new printing technology developed by Gutenberg. A few major presses 

have been trying to monopolize the information, however, their dreams seem unreal as 

weblogs and other grassroots media are in their way. 

This characteristic of blogs as an alternative media medium may not only be 

relevant to citizens but to journalists as well. In the media field, the blog is considered a 

viable alternative medium due to merits such as its low operating costs and real time 

update capabilities (Gillmor, 2004). For these reasons, some media owners and publishers 

believe that blogs represent a fundamental attack on journalism (Gillmor, 2004). Some 

say blogs are the only media form that conveys “real journalism” free of the censorship 

that often filters traditional media (Pain, 2005). Moreover, some media researchers and 

well-known bloggers assume blogs will eventually change the landscape of today’s 

journalism (Gillmor, 2004). 

Despite weblogs’ potential as an alternative media, there is a dearth of published 

academic research concerning weblogs. To date, most of the scholarly literature 

addressing blogs focuses on how they can be utilized in educational endeavors as a means 

of expression and for evaluating material pulled from Internet sources. Furthermore, 

research analyzing journalists’ weblogs is rare.  

While in general a weblog is considered a symbol of freedom, journalists’ blogs are 

still censored (Palser, 2003). Whoever has the desire to express their thoughts, whether 

they be objective or biased and opinionated, can present their viewpoint on one’s private 

online room: the blog. However, journalists are held to different standards, because their 

blogs may be censored by their editors (Palser, 2003). Furthermore, journalists belong to 
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media companies, so their blogs are also regulated by the owners or editors of their 

publications (Palser, 2003). Considering these checks placed on journalists’ blogs, this 

study poses the research questions: (1) How much freedom of expression do journalists 

perceive themselves as having in the creation and running of their own weblogs? (2) Do 

journalists believe that their weblogs are censored by certain factors? 

One of the initial steps undertaken in this study is to identify what constitutes a 

weblog and who is using them, and to explore and elaborate on the factors that influence 

journalists’ blogs. Specifically, this study will apply factors guided by gatekeeping 

theory. Following the assumption that gatekeeping theory can also be applied to certain 

types of new media, including weblogs, I will determine if general gatekeeping factors 

that influence traditional media may also affect weblogs. In addition, this study will 

examine how journalists perceive their freedom of expression when blogging. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Weblog 

Much research has proclaimed a rosy picture of new media. Jones (2002) 

announced that new media has many positive aspects as a communication tool. Due to 

advances in communication technologies coupled with the deregulation of the 

telecommunication industry, a rapidly increasing number of people can now receive 

substantial amounts of information quickly and communicate with others freely (Singer, 

1998). These positive factors of new media are very different from those of traditional 

media (Jones, 2002).  This transitional phase for media represents a healthy advance for 

democracy. Today, old media outlets are losing audiences to a variety of new media 

sources such as cable television programs, Internet web sites, and chat rooms (Jones, 

2002).  

Definition 

Weblogs or “blogs” are one of the newest media forms that have rapidly spread. 

The way in which scholars define a weblog and differentiate it from other Internet 

communications varies according to the particular frame of reference that underlines their 

approach. The simplest description of weblogs defines them as “online journals” (Klotz, 

2004). Winer (2003) offers a more technical definition, describing a weblog as “a 

hierarchy of text, images, media objects and data, arranged chronologically, that can be 

viewed in an HTML browser…the center of the hierarchy, in some sense, is a sequence 

of weblog ‘posts’ … that forms the index of the weblog.” To further differentiate blogs 
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from other types of online content, it can be said that blogs inject a philosophical 

element, meaning that there is a purpose driving the postings made. Many insist that 

blogs should convey a unique, human voice that communicates a distinct point of view or 

a distinct set of opinions (Grossman, 2004).  

Elements 

Some of the common features of weblogs include (1) titles that describe each post, 

(2) links that lead to other Web sites, (3) comments about the links, (4) a tool allowing 

readers to add comments regarding each post, and (5) content in the form of stories, 

pictures, and audio and video clips. In a handbook for bloggers (2005), a blog is 

illustrated as “a personal website” (1) containing mostly news, (2) regularly updated, (3) 

in the form of a diary with most of the posts also arranged in categories, (4) set up using a 

specially-designed interactive tool, and (5) usually created and run by a single person, 

sometimes anonymously.  

Differences 

Weblogs are different not only from old media but also from any other new media. 

The explosion in blogging over 2003 has increased the impact that blogs have on 

traditional media (Carr, 2004), with bloggers referred to as a genuine alternative to 

mainstream news outlets (Grossman, 2004). Winer (2003) believes that a true blog must 

allow the personalities of the writers to shine through. That is the essential element of 

weblog writing. Trammell (2004) describes weblogs as having five differences from 

other web pages: (1) hyperlink as the gateway, (2) hyperlink as specific forms of 

interaction, (3) reverse chronological order, (4) maintaining changes or additions to the 

blog in the archive, and (5) communities that surround them. The “blogosphere,” the 

label applied to the online universe of interconnected weblogs (McFedries, 2003), has 
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expanded at an amazing rate, growing from the twenty-three known blogs in existence in 

1999 (Blood, 2003) to more than four million blogs today (Perseus, 2003). The 

proliferation of free blogging technology allowing even the most technologically 

unsophisticated users to post their thoughts instantly to the Internet has significantly 

helped fuel this weblog boom. 

Journalists’ Weblog 

Being a new type of media, journalists’ weblogs, there is only a small amount of 

research on journalists’ weblogs to be found, but that small amount is rapidly increasing.  

Some of the research done on journalists’ weblogs was to understand why journalists 

began weblogs and their relationship to traditional media.  Journalists’ started writing 

weblogs in order to provide daily news of traditional media to their website (Robinson, 

2006). According to Wall (2004), by 2004, many of journalists’ weblogs were ones 

hosted by traditional media by journalists themselves and these numbers reach over one 

hundred.  Discussions about journalists’ weblogs often describe it as a function of a new 

channel to break the norms and outlets that traditional media dominantly have had. 

Robinson (2006) insisted that to journalists, weblog writing is a means in which they may 

break away from traditional style of reporting and writing of news articles, agendas, and 

frame which has been dominantly controlled by traditional media.  

  Armstrong and McAdams (2006) found that whether or not the weblog writer is a 

reporter is not an influencing factor upon the credibility of the weblog. Also, Singer 

(2005) examined political journalist bloggers’ objectivity in weblogs writing and found 

that they do express their own opinions in weblog writing. That is to say, journalist 

bloggers hold the gatekeeping role themselves in weblog writing.   
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Gatekeeping Theory 

Historical Review 

The first scholar who used the concept “gatekeeper” was sociologist Kurt Lewin 

(1947) in his manuscript “Frontiers in Group Dynamics: 2 Channels of Group Life; 

Social Planning and Action Research” in the Journal of Human Relations. A gatekeeper 

is a subject who observes that news flows in a channel, and a channel normally contains 

several gates that are controlled by gatekeepers (Lewin , 1947). The initial concept of 

gatekeeping was applied to a model of how food items pass through channels on their 

way to the table (Lewin, 1947). According to this original model, food served on the table 

passes through several channels (buying and gardening channels), and each channel 

includes several sections along the way to delivering food to the home, such as the 

grocery store, transportation, planting, harvesting, and so forth (Lewin,1947).  

Throughout the process of passing through sections, some food items may be lost or 

wasted. Lewin denoted every channel or section of this delivery procedure as a “gate,” 

with each process within the channel or section being controlled by a “gatekeeper.” 

Lewin proposed that this model could be applicable not only to food channel but to other 

general groups by regarding the channel, section, and gate concepts as physical 

structures.  Lewin was correct. Not long after his research, White (1950) applied Lewin’s 

research to the field of journalism.  

White (1950) pioneered the first gatekeeping theory in journalism and mass 

communication research by applying the idea of individuals acting as gatekeepers. White 

named the editor “Mr. Gates.” Mr. Gates was asked to give the background reasons why 

he had selected certain examples of wire news and also why he threw out unused ones. 

According to White, Gates’ reasons for selection were very subjective, including the 
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editor’s personal evaluation of the stories as well as lack of space for them. In 1977, 

Snyder compensated for the weak point of White’s research, the fact that White analyzed 

only a single gatekeeper, by studying multiple gatekeepers. McNelly (1959), in his 

expanded model, identified multiple gates that international news items pass through on 

their way to an audience. About thirty years later, McQuail and Windahl (1981) 

developed the gatekeeping model, which held that news sources send news items to the 

gatekeepers, and items selected by gatekeepers are then sent to the audience. A key 

aspect in the process of sending news items to the gatekeepers is the idea that some of 

them may be lost and changed; therefore, when selected items are sent on to the audience, 

their initial contents may be altered. Bass (1969) also approached gatekeeping in terms of 

individual aspects; however, he differentiates individuals into two categories: news 

gatherers (writers, bureau chiefs, reporters, or city editors) and news processors (editors, 

copyreaders, and translators).   

In contrast to White, who concluded that selection of news items is up to 

individuals’ personal preference, there were a couple of scholars who found other 

influencing factors, including media organizations and routines. Gieber (1964) compared 

the news decision-making process to mechanism, media to machine. Gieber concluded 

that size and time pressures are more crucial and decisive factors in gatekeeping. Epstein 

(1974) and Dimmick (1974) found that the ideology of media owners, media routine, and 

official sources affect the selection of news items.  In their model of the mass 

communication process, Westley and McLean (1957) proposed the idea that organization 

act as gatekeepers, not individuals.  
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Dimensions 

Throughout the history of gatekeeping, scholars have approached characteristics of 

gatekeepers in several levels of analysis. Compared to Gieber (1964) who studied only 

the individual-level influence, Schramm (1963) approached the analysis of gatekeepers 

on three levels: individual, routine, and organizational levels. Based on previous studies, 

gatekeeping was further elaborated into a five-level hierarchical model of influences on 

content, including individual, media routine, organizational, extramedia, and ideological 

levels (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996).  This study will focus on the individual and 

organization levels. 

Individual-level 

Individual-level analysis was the focus of the earliest version of gatekeeping 

studies. Journalists are inclined to avoid the issue of censorship yet are likely to forget 

about the connection between their personal values and their behaviors (Shoemaker and 

Reese, 1996).  

Shoemaker and Reese (1996) assume that journalists will have more autonomy to 

release their work if they have fewer restraints, based on their personal beliefs and values 

constructed from their personal backgrounds and experiences. The general public often 

forgets about the fact that journalists as individuals have personal values, beliefs, and 

attitudes influencing their work just as ordinary people do (1996). As Breed (1955) noted, 

journalists tend to adjust their professional views in the process of socialization. 

When examining individual gatekeepers, scholars have studied theories of thinking, 

decision-making, and characteristics of the individual gatekeeper’s personality, 

background, and values (Shoemaker, 1991). For instance, Hews and Graham’s (1989) 

model of cognitive process, Second Guessing, in which an individual attempts to correct 
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a message by introducing prior knowledge to reinterpret the manifest message, is one of 

the applicable individual-level analyses of gatekeeping. Gans (1979) has identified 

several social values for guiding the production of news such as progressivism, 

ethnocentrism, altruistic democracy, responsible capitalism, small-town pastoralism, 

individualism, moderatism, social order, and national leadership (Shoemaker 1991). 

Although there are a series of individual-related theories, models, and concepts, this 

study will focus on Weaver and Wilhoit’s (1986) three journalistic role concepts: The 

interpretive function, the dissemination function, and the adversary function in order to 

keep track of autonomy, which is the purpose of this study.  

According to Weaver and Wilhoit (1986), the interpretive function, which involves 

investigating official claims, analyzing complex problems, and discussing national 

policy, is the dominant professional role of modern U.S. journalists. They examined that 

more than 60% of surveyed journalists scored very high on the interpretive scale.  

Weaver and Wilhoit (1986) explained the dissemination function, comprised of 

getting information to the public quickly while concentrating on the widest audience, is 

also very important, with more than half of U.S. journalists scoring very high on this 

scale. They examined that about a third of journalists scored high on both the 

investigation and dissemination functions.  

Last, Weaver and Wilhoit’s (1986) described the adversary function, which 

involves journalists acting as adversaries of officials or businesses, plays a relatively 

minor role. They examined that only 17% of U.S. journalists scored very high on the 

adversary scale. 
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 Organization level 

Not all decisions journalists make are done from the individual perspective 

(Shoemaker and Reese, 1996). The power of hiring or firing does not belong to the 

journalists or gatekeepers, but rather to media organizations that have the greatest power 

to shape the rules and change them (Stewart and Cantor, 1982). Journalists, as 

employees, avoid fully stating any unorthodox values they may possess in order to keep 

their jobs (Zelizer, 2004).  In this context, it can be assumed that successful journalist-

gatekeepers are the individuals who best stand for organizations’ interests because they 

do not want to lose their jobs (Shoemaker, 1991). It is for this reason that this study of 

gatekeeping has not been limited to individual-level analysis.  

Media organizations have the power to control individual gatekeepers. Many 

scholars have determined that certain factors result in organizational levels having the 

greatest gatekeeping power. Some have proven that a media publisher possesses the 

single most decisive power in news making (Donohew et al, 1972).  The less the 

bureaucratic structure, the more decision-making power journalists seem to have with 

regards to what they do or do not write (Tuchman, 1972). Larger organizations seem to 

more often apply their own rules and policies innewsrooms than do smaller ones (Gieber, 

1960).  

  Adams (1980) explains gatekeeping by mentioning a concept of organizational 

boundary roles as applied to the AP wire service. Adams identifies gatekeepers in the 

wire service system as the persons who filter inputs and outputs. Adams stated that 

criteria established by media organizations affect the gatekeeper, a boundary-role person, 

who selects or rejects news items. Gatekeeping occurs in the moment when a boundary 

role person decides which news items are either selected or rejected in terms of both 
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fulfilling and avoiding transgression against the criteria set forth by the organizations. 

Following this selection process, those chosen items may be manipulated, edited, 

rewritten, added or deleted, and so forth. 

A couple of scholars have addressed the controlling power that media organizations 

have upon journalists, which ultimately contradicts the concept of “democracy.” Breed 

(1955) verified that despite high expectations of democracy in the newsroom, daily 

newspapers have set policies established by the publisher that journalists are forced to 

follow. Schudson (1995) pointed out this crucial contradiction between democratic 

societies and journalists’ autonomy. Schudson argued that ironically, in this liberal 

society, organizations constrain journalists in their decision-making power. Epstein 

(1974) addressed such organizational constraints more directly by maintaining that most 

news is determined by media organizational restraints rather than through journalists’ 

autonomy. This organizational level power in media is not localized only in the United 

States. Some scholars have researched the broadcasting system in the United Kingdom 

and observed that organizational imperatives in television production threaten autonomy 

in the system (Bantz, 1985; Roshco, 1975).  

There are a number of factors that influence news content. Influencing news 

content corresponds with influencing journalists. Specifically, this study will measure 

journalist-influenced factors at the organizational level, including ownership, size, 

perceived ad-dependency, allegiance of the editor, bureaucracy, and blog affiliating.  

Next, the study will address the individual level by assessing journalists’ job satisfaction.  

Ownership and Blogs’ Position 

Types of media ownership are considered influencing factors over journalists. 

Many researchers have demonstrated that ownership affects news content. Some 
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newspaper researchers have drawn the conclusion that chain-owned newspapers tend to 

influence news content more than individually owned papers do (Lacy, 1991; Picard, 

1994; Shoemaker and Reese, 1996). Picard (1994) concluded that institutional owners are 

likely to influence news content more than individual owners due to their stronger profit-

seeking motivations. Bagdikian (2004) found that when chains take over a newspaper, 

they tend to limit the hard news presented. A good illustration of this phenomenon is 

Gannett’s takeover of The Louisville Courier-Journal, with overall news increasing, but 

stories became shorter and hard news decreasing (Coulson and Hansen, 1995).  

This tendency of institutions to put out softer news likely extends to other types of 

media, including television and magazines. According to Williams (2002), media 

conglomerates increased the amount of company-related news. 

ABC’s Good Morning America spent two hours covering Disney World’s 25th 

Anniversary, including an interview with CEO Michael Eisner (Kaufman 2000). Anchor 

Tom Brokaw repeatedly promoted his book, “The Greatest Generation” on NBC News 

shows, but neglected to mention that NBC owns nearly 25% of the book’s profits 

(Rosenwein 1999/2000). And the May 20, 1996 cover of Time featured a movie still from 

Time-Warner’s “Twister” for a science story on tornadoes, coinciding with the movie’s 

release (p. 457). 

Shoemaker & Reese (1996) hypothesized that, “the personal attitudes and values of 

news media owners may be reflected not only in editorials and columns but also in news 

and features” (p. 267).  Chain owners or publishers, who demand higher profit margins 

than do independent media sources, are likely to exercise control over journalists’ 

weblogs if they conclude that a certain weblog’ story could negatively impact their 
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money-making potential. Thus, this study assumes that media ownership is likely to 

influence the freedom of expression that journalists perceive themselves as having over 

their weblogs. Therefore, the following hypothesis is posited: 

H1: The complexity of the media ownership will be negatively associated with 

journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in managing their weblogs.  

From the organizational level, the study’s second hypothesis is drawn. If 

journalists’ weblogs are run by media companies that journalists belong to rather than by 

the journalists themselves, it is likely the organizational rule will be applied to weblogs 

too. In this situation, companies will consider journalists’ weblogs as a part of their 

organization and if they conclude that a certain weblog’s story could negatively impact 

their profits, they will likely enact constraints on the journalist’s weblog. Therefore, this 

study assumes that whether journalists’ weblogs are considered part of the media 

organizations will likely influence journalists’ perceived freedom of expression over their 

weblogs. Thus, the literature outlined above led to the following hypothesis:   

H2: Journalist-owned weblogs will be associated with higher perceived autonomy 

as compared to company-owned weblogs. 

Size and Satisfaction 

The size of the media company is one of the factors influencing journalists. 

Specifically, research has proven that larger companies have more influence on 

journalists than do smaller ones (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996).  

If the companies are larger, they need more advertisements to support their 

companies and will be more greatly affected by major advertisers (Shoemaker and Reese, 

1996). In order to attract advertisers, who prefer softer news content, media organizations 

may wield more influence over journalists (1996). 
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Much of the research addressing company size has to do with journalists’ job 

satisfaction. In a survey of journalists at daily newspapers in the United States, it was 

found that journalists who belong to larger companies were less satisfied with their work 

than journalists at smaller companies (Johnstone, Slawski, and Bowman, 1976; 

Samuelson, 1962).  

From this literature, a third hypothesis is drawn. Larger media organizations are 

more likely to constrain journalists’ weblogs than are smaller ones. Therefore, this study 

assumes that the size of a media organization is likely to influence journalists’ perceived 

freedom of expression over their weblogs. Thus, the research reported above led to the 

following hypothesis: 

H3: The size of the media organization will be negatively correlated with 

journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs. 

Journalists at larger companies were likely to have less feelings of self-

accomplishment (Cook and Banks, 1993; Chan, Pan, and Lee, 2004). Journalists’ job 

satisfaction is representative of a combination of values, ideas, and the beliefs of 

journalists themselves (Bergen and Weaver, 1988). From this supposition, this study 

draws the conjecture that as journalists’ job satisfaction is lowered, their preference 

toward weblogs will grow. Thus, based on the literature review, this discussion leads to 

the following hypothesis: 

H4: The extent to which journalists’ perceived job satisfaction will be negatively 

correlated with journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs. 

Ad-dependency 

Because advertising is the biggest money-making source in media, current media 

could not survive without advertisements. Consequently, advertisers indirectly influence 
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journalists, and the strengthening interconnection between media and capitalism becomes 

stronger. Investment and expenditures on media appear to be central to overall economic 

growth (McChesney, 2004). Advertising is an indispensable element in the media 

because it is the biggest source of profit for the industry, and it also acts as a cultural 

force (McChesney, 2004). The content of the media presented has become linked with 

the interests of those who fund it (Altschull, 1995). Shoemaker and Reese (1996) noted 

this connection by comparing media organizations to other profit-making business 

companies. Shoemaker and Reese stated that media companies, which are profit-making 

enterprises, try to make a product that can be sold for more than the costs of production.  

It is not surprising that the power of advertisers in media becomes an impediment to 

journalists’ autonomy (Weaver and Wilhoit, 1996). According to Price (2003), only 9 out 

of 131 correspondents answered that they had never been pressured by advertisers.   

From this literature, an additional hypothesis for this study is drawn. Advertisers 

are likely to constrain journalists’ weblogs if they conclude that a certain weblog story 

could negatively affect their potential profits. Therefore, this study assumes that the 

degree of ad-dependency of media organizations is likely to influence journalists’ 

perceived freedom of expression over their weblogs. Therefore, the following hypothesis 

is posited: 

H5: The extent to which journalists perceive ad-dependency of their organization 

will be negatively associated with journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in 

managing weblogs. 

Editor 

The allegiance of editors is considered to be one of the influencing factors over 

journalists. Ken Sands, a reporter for Washington’s Spokesman-Review, confesses that 
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editors often monitor reporters’ weblogs to check stories out (Heyboer, 2004). 

Furthermore, Heyboer expects that as the number of blogger journalists grows, there will 

be increasing need to redefine the editor’s role in blogging. As Heyboer (2004) 

maintained, newspaper workers have traditionally experienced a hierarchical relationship 

with editors. That is, editors normally function as audiences and arbiters of what a 

reporter does. As the media have faced declining audiences and increasing market 

competition, editors have attempted to increase productivity of their companies 

(Shoemaker and Reese, 1996). Underwood (1998) cited an example of an executive 

editor at the Gannett-owned Seattle Times who claimed that he spends 40% of his time 

monitoring newsroom budgets and coordinating their marketing role. In this modern 

media management environment, journalists must get approval for releasing their stories 

by their editors, which in the end constrains journalists’ freedom (Shoemaker and Reese, 

1996).  

 Shoemaker and Reese (1996) hypothesized that “upper level media management 

personnel whose background is on the business side of the organization are more likely to 

make decisions based on economics rather than on professional considerations” (p. 267). 

From this literature, this study draws a supposition that editors who are strongly business-

oriented are likely to constrain journalists. Moreover, if the editors have strong loyalties 

to their companies, they are likely to consider the benefit of the company more and 

exercise gatekeeping over journalists more extensively. Thus, the literature outlined 

above led to the following hypothesis:   

H6: The extent to which journalists believe that their editor prioritizes business  

 interests will be negatively correlated with journalists’ degree of perceived 
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        autonomy in managing weblogs.  

Bureaucracy 

Bureaucracy is another variable that regulates journalists. In more flexible 

companies, journalists may feel free to speak their minds and express their thoughts. 

Shoemaker (1991) stated that the gatekeeper model involves the idea of accepting 

physical limits. That is, given the number of stories and limited space available, the 

gatekeeper must make decisions to funnel a great number of news events down to a few. 

Shoemaker pointed out that organizations develop patterns and habits of gathering news 

and that the media should discover ways of gathering news effectively. 

 From this literature, this study assumes that bureaucracy will be applied to 

journalists’ weblogs.  The level of bureaucracy in an organization influences the 

flexibility of the newspaper and will thereby affect journalists’ weblogs. Journalists will 

be unlikely to post unfavorable comments about their companies on their weblogs. Thus, 

based on the literature review, this discussion leads to the following hypothesis: 

H7: The level of bureaucracy demonstrated in an organization will be negatively 

 associated with journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 

This thesis proposed a survey method in order to investigate the hypotheses, 

specifically utilizing a Web-based survey to be completed by journalists who run 

weblogs. Babbie (2006) proposed that “survey research is probably the best method 

available to the social researcher who is interested in collecting original data for 

describing a population too large to observe directly, and surveys are also excellent 

vehicles for measuring attitudes and orientations in a large population” (p. 243). Thus, 

this current study anticipated that a survey would be adequate for exploring the 

journalists’ use of weblogs considering the fact that the population was too large to 

observe directly. Specifically, the current study employed a Web-based survey to collect 

the data because the topic of this paper is highly relevant to the Internet, and it enables 

quick and accurate gathering of survey information with minimal cost as compared to a 

traditional paper and pencil method. Furthermore, it is assumed that blogger journalists 

may favor a Web-based survey over a mailed survey. 

Sampling 

This study was based on two sampling methods, stratified random sampling and 

snowball sampling. The first step involved the stratified random sampling of 406 

journalists’ blog addresses collected from Cyberjournalist.net, the news and resource 

Web site that focuses on “how the Internet, convergence and new technologies are 

changing the media” (http://www.cyberjournalist.net/news/000162, 2005. These initial 

journalist “j-bloggers” were divided into four sub-categories based on the manner in 
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which their blogs are published: published by news sites (165 blogs), published by news 

sites-spot news and events (82 blogs), published independently (98 blogs), and personal 

sites (61 blogs) as of October 24, 2005. Among these 406 blogs, 51 journalists’ blogs 

were discarded since some were non-U.S-based blogs, had unidentified addresses, did not 

reveal blogger’s private e-mail addresses or had double addresses. Ultimately, a total of 

355 blogger journalists’ e-mail addresses were obtained. Upon UF IRB approval, the 

survey link titled “Journalism Blog Survey” was e-mailed to blogger journalists (who 

posted e-mail addresses on their blogs) asking if the blogger would click to the Informed 

Consent leading to the Web-based survey. The following text was provided to the blogger 

and written for optimal results:  

I have worked as a reporter in Korea, and currently I am researching U.S. 
journalism blogs at the University of Florida with Professor Melinda McAdams. 
As a fellow journalist, I truly understand how busy you are. But please take a 
moment to complete this Web survey. Your response would be very useful for 
this journalism blog research. You just click the link below and open a survey 
agreement form. When you click the agreement link, it will lead you directly to 
the survey. <insert Web address here> Your responses are completely 
confidential. This Web survey does not collect any information about you and 
your computer. If you want to have the research results, please e-mail me your 
request, and I will mail the results when this research is done.  
 

In order to increase the response rate, the researcher first appealed to the potential 

participants as a fellow journalist rather than emphasizing status as a graduate student 

with the intent of drawing their attention to the survey. Second, the researcher stated 

every journalists’ full name excluding those that were unidentified. Third, the e-mail was 

sent out on either a Tuesday or Wednesday. These approaches were aligned with Adams 

and Cleary’s (2006) proposed techniques for increasing response rate in Web-based 

surveys, including sending personalized follow-up messages and choosing the most 

effective days to send emails - Wednesday, Tuesday, and Thursday, in order.   
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Additionally, a snowball sampling method was implemented by asking the original 

survey respondents to recommend other blogger journalists. Snowball sampling is a non-

probability method whereby each person sampled is asked to suggest additional people 

for responding. Babbie (2006) proposed that “snowball sampling is appropriate when the 

members of a special population are difficult to locate” (p. 184). For this reason, at the 

end of the e-mail invitation, respondents were asked: 

“If you know any other blogger journalists who might be interested in this survey, 
would you please forward this e-mail to them?” 
 
 For this study, a Web-based survey was conducted as a following step. First, the 

participants in this research were directed to read the informed consent by clicking the 

link shown in the e-mail statement. The survey was conducted during the period of time 

from March 22, 2006, to April 5, 2006. The informed consent and actual survey link were 

open for 15 days. Follow-up messages were sent out to 274 people excluding 81 people 

who already responded for one week. After one week, additional 27 responses were 

obtained. A total of 108 blogger journalists participated in the survey. All 108 responses 

were used.  

Initial Data Description 

Data for this study was collected on April 5, 2006, from journalists working in this 

field. A total of 108 subjects completed the survey. 

 More than 77% (83 people) of the sample were male, and 23% (25 people) were 

female. The ages of participants ranged from under 25 years through over 40 years: 7% 

(8 people) were under 25 years, 12% (13 people) were 25-30 years, 17% (18 people) 

were 30-35 years, 10% (11 people) were 35-40 years, 54% (58 people) were over 40 

years. 
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Table 1. Frequency for Blogger Journalists’ Career 

 

The duration of time that participants have worked as journalists ranged from under 

1 year to over 20 years: 41% (44 people) of the sample answered that they had worked in 

journalism for more than 20 years. 19% (20 people) worked 10-15 years, 16% (17 

people) worked 15-20 years, 13% (14 people) worked 5-10 years, 10% (11 people) 

worked 1-5 years, and 2% (2 people) worked under 1 year.  

With regards to the amount of time the participants had been working as journalists 

for their current organizations, responses ranged from under 1 year through over 20 

years: 26% (28 people) of the sample answered that they had been working in their 

current organizations for 1-5 years. 22% (24 people) had been working for 5-10 years, 

18% (19 people) for more than 20 years, 12% (13 people) for 15-20 years, 10% (11 

people) for 10-15 years, and 9% (10 people) had been working as journalists for the 

organization for less than 1 year.  

Regarding beats covered by the journalists participating, in Table 2, 17% (18 

people) of the sample answered that they cover city/metro, 16% (17 people) cover arts 

and entertainment, 15% (16 people) cover features, 14% (15 people) cover sports, 13% 

Item Journalism career (%/ N) Current organization (%/ 
N) 

Less than 1 year 2% (2) 9% (10) 
1, but less than 5 10% (11) 26% (28) 
5, but less than 10 13% (14) 22% (24) 
10, but less than 15 19% (20) 10% (11) 
15, but less than 20 16% (17) 12% (13) 
More than 20 years 41% (44) 18% (19) 

No answer 0% (0) 3% (3) 
Total 100% (108) 100% (108) 
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(14 people) cover business, 12% (13 people) cover technology, 7% (8 people) cover 

national, and 7% (8 people) cover international issues. Multiple answers were allowed.  

Table 2. Frequency for Blogger Journalists’ Beats (multiple check) 
Item Frequency of Response (%/ N) 

City/ metro 17% (18) 
Sports 14% (15) 

Features 15% (16) 
Arts & entertainment 16% (17) 

Business 13% (14) 
National 7% (8) 

International 7% (8) 
Technology 12% (13) 

Other 40% (43) 
 

Conceptualization and Operational Definitions 

As defined by Babbie (2006), operational definition is “how a concept will be 

measured” (p. 125). This study conceptualizes seven independent variables and one 

dependent variable to be operationally defined. The dependent variable is journalists’ 

degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs. There are seven independent 

variables: (1) types of ownership, (2) ownership of the weblogs, (3) size of the company, 

(4) journalists’ job satisfaction, (5) perceived ad-dependency of the media organization, 

(6) allegiance of the editors, and (7) bureaucracy of the media organization.  

Weblog Autonomy as Dependent Variable 

There have been some research define autonomy in journalism. The concept of 

autonomy, in general, was defined which is based on notions of control over one’s own 

destiny (Lieber, 1994) and a main characteristic of profession (Scholl and Weischenberg, 

1999).  More specifically, workplace autonomy is the amount of freedom workers have to 

schedule their work and determine the procedures to be used in carrying it out (Hackman 

and Oldham, 1976). Furthermore, “job autonomy implies that the individual has some 
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objective control in the specific domain of task process and accomplishment.” Hodson 

(1991) has argued that such individual creativity is central to work and that autonomy is 

an essential requirement for the viability of an organization. 

Applying to journalism, Scholl and Weischenberg (1999) described “autonomy is a 

concept, which means freedom to shape journalists’ work without being controlled by 

internal and external powers.” (p. 1). Furthermore, they maintained that journalists need a 

great amount of scope to do a good job because their autonomy is directly connected to 

freedom of the media. Journalistic autonomy has been also examined by Weaver and 

Wilhoit (1991). Palser (2003) stated that journalists are held to different standards, 

because their blogs may be censored by their editors. Furthermore, journalists belong to 

media companies, so their blogs are also regulated by the owners or editors of their 

publications (Palser, 2003). From these previous research, this study pursue to measure if 

journalists still have autonomy when it comes to weblogs.  

The dependent variable in this study, the journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy 

in managing weblogs, is divided into two dimensions: positive and negative autonomy. 

Positive autonomy could be defined as freedom of expression whereas negative 

autonomy was defined prevention of writing what journalist wants.  

Thus, the questionnaire statements used for measuring the dependent variable were 

grouped into two categories based on the results of factor analysis: either positively or 

negatively worded.  

In order to prevent response biases in the survey and thereby strengthen the 

reliability of the measures (Horan, DiStefano, and Motl, 2003) this study used the 

strategy of addressing the same issue with some items positively and some negatively 
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worded. However, exploratory factor analysis did not confirm the existence of the 

intended underlying variables. The factor analysis sorted the items in two separate 

factors: positively worded statements in one factor and negatively worded items in 

another. This is a well known effect of wording (Horan, DiStefano, and Motl, 2003; 

Marsh, 1996). The positive worded items seem to have in common encouragement for 

running weblog issue. On the other hand, the negative worded items are describing 

suppression in the issue. A factor analysis was performed on the data to measure the 

journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs with the variables being 

measured on a seven-point Likert scale.  

As shown in Table 3, although the widely-accepted social science cut off is that 

alpha should be .70, the alpha level of .60 could be considered as lenient acceptable level 

in this study (Cronbach, 1951). Some scholar argued that the alpha level of .70 with 

standard deviations level of .55 could be acceptable in social science research (Cronbach, 

1951). Alpha level with under .60 is considered poor, alpha between 6 and 7 is moderate, 

alpha between 7 and 8 is good, and alpha over .80 is highly reliable (Cronbach, 1951). 

Nunnally (1978) states that a satisfactory level of reliability is dependent upon how the 

measure is used as well as in some cases a reliability value of .50 or .60 is acceptable. 

Kerlinger and Lee (2000) argued that there is no evidence to support the cut-off alpha 

level of .70 arbitrary rule as well as a low reliability value may be acceptable if the 

measuring instrument has high validity (p. 662). Gronlund (1985) emphasized that 

researchers should go into deciding based on the used test and measuring instrument 

whether a reliability value is acceptable. Prakash and Lounsbury (1983) argued that 

current social scientists should examine empirically the quality of their measure in terms 
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of classical reliability concepts as well as inquiry into related measurement topics such as 

generalizability theory. Thus, in this study, ad-dependency close to .60 and alpha level of 

allegiance of editors is below .60. However, all standard deviations of items used two 

factors (e.g., ad-dependency and allegiance of editors) were satisfied with .55. Thus, 

these variables could be included in analysis because two factors play an important role 

in the relationship between these factors and journalists’ autonomy.  

The internal consistency of the measures was evaluated with Cronbach’s alpha: 

positive autonomy was .74; negative autonomy was .37 (r of two items: .23). In the 

negative autonomy, alpha value was .37 and Simple correlation was to estimate the 

relationship between the two items, r is .23. If the correlation coefficient value is on the 

range from 0 to .30, it can be said that that is weak relationship. Although there is a weak 

association of the relationship between two items, correlation is significant at .05 level. 

Allegiance of the editors was .43; in the dimension of ad-dependency, the statement “My 

organization depends on advertising” from ad-dependency items was dropped from the 

analysis and the alpha of ad-dependency was increased to .69 after deleting this item. 

And in the dimension of journalists’ job satisfaction, the statement “I enjoy adopting new 

technology” from journalists’ job satisfaction was dropped from the analysis and the 

Cronbach’s alpha journalists’ job satisfaction was then increased to .69.  

The objective of factor analysis was to explore the dimensions underlying six of the 

autonomy variables. The data reduction objective requires grouping variables. Thus, R-

type factor analysis was appropriate. The original variables were: “encouragement,” 

“positive reactions,” “negative reactions,” “monitor,” “censor,” and “opinion.”   
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Thus, this study can be examined a correlation matrix of the six variables to 

determine whether the data were appropriate for a factor analysis.  

Table 3. Reliability Test 
Latent 

Variables 
Items Mean SD Cronbach’s 

alpha 
1) My company encourages journalists to 
run weblogs. 

5.37 1.59 

2) I have received positive reactions to my 
weblog from my supervisor, co-workers, 
and other people in the company. 

5.36 1.65 

Positive 
Autonomy 

4) I believe my weblog is monitored by 
upper-level managers in the company. 

3.97 1.89 

.74 

3) I have received negative reactions to 
my weblog from my supervisor, co-
workers, and other people in the company 

5.71 1.50 Negative 
Autonomy 

5) My weblog has been censored by 
upper-level managers in the company 

1.87 1.44 

.37 

1) My editor has power in the 
organization* 

5.38 1.34 

2) My editor stresses that freedom of 
expression is important in journalism 

5.27 1.60 

3) My editor cares about bottom line* 4.94 1.51 

4) My editor is open to the opinions of 
reporters 

5.53 1.53 

Allegiance of 
the Editors  

5) My editor supports my work. 5.72 1.47 

.43 

1) I might be reprimanded if I write 
against advertisers. 

2.65 1.76 

2) My company cares about bottom line. 5.97 1.32 

Ad-Dependency 

3) Advertisers influence contents in my 
company’s news products. 

2.26 1.45 

.69 

1) I feel loyal toward my current 
company. 

5.29 1.37 

3) I am satisfied with my current work. 5.11 1.39 

4) I express my opinion freely in my work 
place. 

5.52 1.49 

journalists’ job 
satisfaction 

5) I want to leave journalism* 2.53 1.73 

.69 

* Three items denote reversed-scores: the following items; My editor has power in the 
organization, My editor cares about bottom line, and I want to leave journalism. 
 

KMO is to measure the sampling adequacy. The value of KMO (.62) is high. KMO 

and Bartlett's test of sphericity (X2=113.5, df=15, p<.05), indicate that correlations 
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between pairs of variables can be explained by other variables. As shown the Bartlett's 

test of sphericity, significant result indicates matrix is not an identity matrix. We can say 

that the varimax is better because it has more ambiguous correlation figures to each 

factor. 

In Table 4, the correlation matrix revealed that 6 of the 10 correlations – or 60 

percent – were significant at the .05 level. Although the Bartlett test of sphericity shows 

that the overall correlations are significant at the .000 level, the measure of sampling 

adequacy revealed that the variables were poorly predicted without error by the other 

variables (KMO= .618). An examination of the KMOs for the individual variables also 

revealed that “encouragement,” “positive reactions,” “negative reactions,” “monitor,” 

“censor,” and “opinion” had KMO values over .50.  

Table 4. Correlation Matrix Variables 
Correlations  1 2 3 4 5 
1 Encou 1 .631** -.037 .399** -.036 
2 Posi  1 .023 .453** .004 
3 Nega   1 -.252** -.293** 
4. Monit    1 .273** 
5. Censo     1 

**p<.05 

Table 5 illustrates the results of a principal component factor analysis with the 

varimax rotated methods, displaying the following factors: “encouragement,” “positive 

reactions,” “negative reactions,” “monitor,” “censor,” and “opinion.”  As demonstrated in 

Table 3, three variables, “encouragement,” “positive reactions,” and “monitor,” are 

highly correlated with Factor 1, while the variables of “negative reactions” and “censor” 

are highly correlated with Factor 2.  Factor 1 could be considered positive autonomy and 

Factor 2 negative autonomy. One variable, “opinion,” was deleted based on its low 

communality of .21. Originally, “censor” item had negative loading within the same 
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factor, either the variable with the positive or the negative loadings must has its data 

value reversed (Hair et. al., 1995). Thus, “censor” original factor loading -.773 now have 

the reversed score of .773.   

Table 5. Factor Analysis for Journalists’ Perceived Freedom of Autonomy 
Unrotated Varimax  

Autonomy F1 F2 F1 F2 
 

Communalities
Encouragement .778 .372 .861 .043 .74 

Positive reactions .795 .388 .883 .051 .78 
Negative reactions -.308 .682 -.021 .748 .56 

Monitor .775 -.110 .673 -.401 .61 
Censor .296 .714 .003 .773 .60 
Opinion -.228 .399 -.057 .456 .21 

Eigenvalues 2.07 1.43 1.97 1.53 
% of Variance 34.5 23.9 33.2 25.5 

Cumulative Variance Explained 59 

 

KMO=.618, B/S X2=113.5, df=15, p≤.001 

In this study, the dependent variable is the journalists’ degree of perceived 

autonomy in managing weblogs. To measure this variable, six statements were presented 

in conjunction with a Likert scale with possible responses ranging from “1,” very 

strongly disagree, to “7,” very strongly agree.  The statements posed are as follows: (1) 

My organization encourages journalists to run weblogs, (2) I have received positive 

reactions (comments, etc.) to my weblog from my supervisor, co-workers, and other 

people in the organization, (3) I have received negative reactions (comments, etc.) to my 

weblog from my supervisor, co-workers, and other people in the organization, (4) I 

believe my weblog is monitored by upper-level managers in the organization, (5) My 

weblog has been censored by upper-level managers in the company, and (6) I freely 

express my opinion on my weblog.  
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Independent Variables 

 All of the seven variables were derived by adaptation from previous literatures. 

The first variable, complexity of ownership, distinguishes between journalists as working 

for chains, conglomerate owners or individual, minor owners. Williams (2002) stated that 

media conglomerates increased the amount of company-related news quantity and news 

items. Consequently, this study assumes that chain owners are likely to exercise control 

over the contents of journalists’ weblogs for profit reasons. In order to measure this 

variable, one question was delivered: Which corporation owns your news organization? 

Twenty checking options were provided, eighteen of which were titles of specific 

organizations with an additional option for noting that the organization is independently 

owned or a final choice of “other.” The eighteen major conglomerates were taken from 

Bagdikian (2004). This study defined as eighteen conglomerates could be considered as 

major chain, independently owned considered as independent, and other considered as 

minor conglomerates. Thus, eighteen conglomerates were coded as 1, independently 

owned were coded as 2, and others were coded as 3.  Then these three groups’ mean 

differences were compared by using analysis of variance.  

The second variable, ownership of the weblogs, is defined as distinguishing if 

journalists’ weblogs are either journalist-owned or organization-owned. The hypothesis 

related to this variable is drawn from the same assumption as was applied to the first 

variable. This study supposes that organization-owned weblogs can be considered as the 

chain owner’s phases compared to journalist-owned weblog as individually owned 

media. In order to measure this variable, initially questions were delivered: (1) Does your 

company host your weblog? (2) Do you host your weblog separately from any employer? 

(3) Does your organization put journalists’ weblogs on the website of the organization? 
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However, after delivering frequencies of these three questions, two questions: (1) Does 

your company host your weblog? (3) Does your organization put journalists’ weblogs on 

the website of the organization? were not used because of their apparent contradictions to 

one question: (2) Do you host your weblog separately from any employer? Regarding the 

second question, which was included in this study, among 108 respondents, 33 people 

(30.6%) responded they host their weblog separately from any employer and 75 people 

(69.4%) do not.  In the contrary, 74 people (68.5%) responded their organization host 

their weblogs (question 1) and 91 people (84.3%) responded their organization put 

journalists’ weblogs on the website of the organization (question 3).  Respondents could 

answer either yes which were coded as 1 or no which were coded as 0. Then to see these 

two groups’ mean differences analysis of variance were performed.  

The third variable assessed is size of the company. This is defined as the number of 

staffs in the newsroom. This idea is delivered from Shoemaker and Reese’s (1996) 

findings that larger companies have more influence on journalists than do smaller ones.  

From this supposition, this study proposes that larger size media organizations are more 

likely to control the contents of journalists’ weblogs than are smaller ones. In order to 

measure this variable, one question was asked: How many journalists work in your 

newsroom? Five employee ranges were given as answering options: Less than 20, 20 to 

60, 60 to 100, 100 to 140, and more than 140.  This study defined as companies which 

have less than 20 to 60 journalists could be considered as small size company, 60 to 140 

considered as medium size company, and more than 140 considered as large size 

company. Then, less than 20 and 20 to 60 were coded as 1, 60 to 100 and 100 to 140 
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were coded as 2, and more than 140 were coded as 3. Then these three groups’ mean 

differences were compared by using analysis of variance.  

The fourth variable, journalists’ job satisfaction, is defined as journalists’ overall 

evaluation of their current work. This variable is highly related to the third variable, size 

of the company. In previous research, it is found that journalists who belong to larger 

companies were less satisfied with their current work as compared to those at smaller 

companies. From this assumption, this study supposes that if journalists’ job satisfaction 

is decreased, they would demonstrate stronger motivation to run personal media, such as 

weblogs. In order to measure this variable, five statements were presented in conjunction 

with a seven-point Likert scale with possible responses ranging from “1,” very strongly 

disagree to “7,” very strongly agree.  The statements presented are as follows: (1) I feel 

loyal toward my current organization, (2) I enjoy adopting new technology, (3) I am 

satisfied with my current work, (4) I express my opinion freely in my work place, and (5) 

I want to leave journalism. The items used in this study could be appropriate to measure 

journalists’ job satisfaction. Convergent validity which is one of the common methods of 

assessing the validity of a scale is to see how well it correlated with alternative measures 

of the same attitude (Campbell and Fiske, 1959). All of these items have a tendency to 

agree with items that express job satisfaction. Thus, the relationship between these items 

could have reflected common sources.  

The fifth variable, perceived ad-dependency of the media organizations is defined 

as the journalists’ perception of the influence of advertising over their current 

organizations. Altschull (1995) stated that the content of media has become linked with 

the interests of those who fund it. Based on this assumption, this study proposed that 
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advertisers are likely to control journalists’ weblogs with organizations determining if 

weblogs’ contents may negatively affect against their profits. In order to measure this 

variable, four statements were presented in conjunction with a seven-point Likert scale 

with possible responses ranging from “1,” very strongly disagree to “7,” very strongly 

agree.  The statements presented are as follows: (1) I might be reprimanded if I write 

against advertisers, (2) my organization cares about the bottom line, (3) advertisers 

influence contents in my organization’s news products, and (4) my organization depends 

on advertising. The items used in this study could be appropriate to measure ad-

dependency. All of these items have a tendency to agree with items that express the 

degree of ad-dependency of organizations. Thus, these statements have a fitting 

translation of the construct perceived ad-dependency of organizations.  

The sixth variable, allegiance of the editors, is defined as the journalists’ perception 

of their editors’ degree of loyal toward their news organizations. Shoemaker & Reese 

(1996) stated that “upper level media management personnel whose background is on the 

business side of the organization are more likely to make decisions based on economics 

rather than on professional considerations” (p. 267). Drawing on this assumption, this 

study proposed that editors may consider the benefit of their organizations more and as a 

result will exert control over journalists’ weblogs. In order to measure this variable, five 

statements are delivered in conjunction with a seven-point Likert scale with possible 

responses ranging from “1,” very strongly disagree to “7,” very strongly agree.  The 

statements presented are as follows: (1) My editor has power in the organization, (2) my 

editor stresses that freedom of expression is important in journalism, (3) my editor cares 

about the bottom line, (4) my editor is open to the opinions of reporters, and (5) my editor 
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supports my work. The items used in this study could be appropriate to measure editor’s 

business interests. All of these items have a tendency to agree with items that express the 

degree of editors’ business interests. Thus, the measurement tools have higher convergent 

validity.  

The last variable is bureaucracy of the media organization, which is defined as the 

number of layers of approval that an article must pass through prior to being published by 

a news organization. In gatekeeping, a gatekeeper acts as a funnel selecting news content. 

From this finding, this study assumed that journalists who have less layers of approval in 

organizations experience lower levels of perceived freedom in running their weblogs. In 

order to measure this variable, one question was delivered: On average, how many people 

must approve your stories before they are published in the news organization or broadcast 

in your news program? Possible answer ranges included: none, 1, 2, 3, and more than 3 

people. This study grouped ranges as two: existing layers of approval and do no existing. 

Thus, none were coded as 0 and 1, 2, 3, and more than 3 were coded as 1. In addition, this 

study was delivered idea that journalists’ types of employment and size of organization 

might work as control variables. In order to measure journalists’ types of employment, 

one question was delivered: I am employed by organizations either full time, part time, 

free lancer, or not employed by any organization. Response to full time were coded 1, 

part time were coded 2, free lancer were coded 3, and I am not employed by any 

organization were coded 4. Size of organization variable, another control variable, was 

already coded in H2: Less than 20 and 20 to 60 were coded as 1, 60 to 100 and 100 to 

140 were coded as 2, and more than 140 were coded as 3. Thus, to see group differences 

between existing layers of approval and non existing controlling the influence of 
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covariates such as size of organization and type of employment, multivariate analysis of 

covariate was performed.  

Data Analysis 

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS 14 for Windows) was 

utilized in this study for statistical computer analysis. To test H1, H2, and H3, One-Way 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used in the analysis of mean differences for several 

groups. A One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was uses variances to test the 

equality of three or more means at one time, meaning that ANOVA can detect significant 

differences between means (Agresti and Finlay, 1997). To test H4, H5 and H6, a multiple 

regression analysis was used to find the relationship between job satisfaction, ad-

dependency, and allegiance of editors and dependent variable. In H7, size of organization 

and type of employment were treated as the controlled variables. Also the covariates are 

assumed to be linearly related to the dependent variables (Hair et al., 1995). Thus, to 

adjust the influence of covariates such as size of organization and type of employment, 

multivariate analysis of covariate was performed. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 

Findings 

Tables 6 and 7 illustrate the results of one-way analysis of variance, showing 

means, standard deviations, and analysis of variance results. 

Table 6. Analysis of Variance for Complexity of Ownership  
Positive Autonomy Level M S.D N 

Individual 4.24 1.64 17 
Chain 5.08 1.20 40 
Minor 4.98 1.40 51 

 
Complexity of 

ownership 
Total 4.90 1.39 108 

Negative Autonomy Level M S.D N 
Individual 2.06 1.32 17 
Chain 2.19 1.31 40 
Minor 2.12 1.09 51 

 
Complexity of 

ownership 
Total 2.13 1.20 108 

 
Table 7. Mean Difference for Complexity of Ownership  

Positive Autonomy df S.S M.S F Sig. 
Between Groups 2 9.19 4.60 2.45 .09 
Within Groups 105 196.87 1.88   

Total 107 206.06    
Negative Autonomy df S.S M.S F Sig. 

Between Groups 2 .22 .11 .08 .93 
Within Groups 105 154.58 1.47   

Total 107 154.80    
 

H1 predicted that the complexity of the media ownership will be negatively 

associated with journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs. In the 

dimension of positive autonomy, as shown in Table 6, individual ownership group had a 

mean of 4.24 and standard deviation of 1.64, chain ownership group had a mean of 5.08 

and standard deviation of 1.20, and minor complexity ownership group had a mean of 
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4.98 and standard deviation of 1.40. In Table 7, the analysis of variance for complexity of 

the ownership revealed that there is a marginally significant difference between the three 

groups based on levels of autonomy (F= 2.45(2, 105), p=.09). The results were not 

significant; thus H1 was not supported for positive autonomy.   

In the dimension of negative autonomy, as shown in Table 6, individual ownership 

group had a mean of 2.06 and standard deviation of 1.32, chain ownership group had a 

mean of 2.19 and standard deviation of 1.31, and medium size ownership group had a 

mean of 2.12 and standard deviation of 1.09. In Table 7, the analysis of variance for 

complexity of the ownership revealed that there is no significant difference between the 

three groups based on levels of autonomy (F= .08 (2, 105), p=.93). 

Table 8. Analysis of Variance for Ownership of Weblogs 
Positive Autonomy Level M S.D N 

Company 5.39 1.09 75 
Individual 3.79 1.37 33 

Ownership of the 
weblog 

Total 4.90 1.39 108 
Negative Autonomy Level M S.D N 

Company 2.18 1.29 75 
Individual 2.03 .98 33 

Ownership of the 
weblog 

Total 2.13 1.20 108 
 
Table 9. Mean Difference for Ownership of Weblogs 

Positive Autonomy df S.S M.S F Sig. 
Between Groups 1 58.90 58.90 42.43 .00 
Within Groups 106 147.15 1.39   

Total 107 206.06    
Negative Autonomy df S.S M.S F Sig. 

Between Groups 1 .51 .514 .35 .55 
Within Groups 106 154.29 1.46   

Total 107 154.80    
 

H2 predicted that journalist-owned weblogs would be associated with higher 

perceived autonomy as compared to company-owned weblogs. In the dimension of 
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positive autonomy, as shown in Table 8, company-owned weblogs group had a mean of 

5.39 and standard deviation of 1.09, individually-owned weblogs group had a mean of 

3.79 and standard deviation of 1.37. In Table 9, the analysis of variance for ownership of 

weblogs revealed that there is a significant difference between the two groups based on 

levels of autonomy (F= 42.43(1,106), p <.05). Yet, H2 was not supported. Company-

owned weblogs associated with higher autonomy as compared to individually-owned 

weblogs, which is in the opposite direction of H2.  

In the dimension of negative autonomy, as shown in Table 8, company-owned 

weblogs group had a mean of 2.18 and standard deviation of 1.29, individually-owned 

weblogs group had a mean of 2.03 and standard deviation of .98. In Table 9, the analysis 

of variance for ownership of weblogs revealed that there is no significant difference 

between the two groups based on levels of autonomy (F= .35(1,106), p=.55).  

Table 10. Analysis of Variance for Size of Organization 
Positive Autonomy Level M S.D N 

Small  4.45 1.85 29 
Medium 5.19 1.19 34 
Large  4.98 1.16 45 

Size of 
organization 

Total 4.90 1.39 108 
NegativeAutonomy Level M S.D N 

Small 1.89 .98 29 
Medium 2.47 1.35 34 
Large 2.04 1.19 45 

Size of 
organization 

Total 2.13 1.20 108 
 
Table 11. Mean Difference for Size of Organization  

Positive Autonomy df S.S M.S F Sig. 
Between Groups 2 8.98 4.49 2.40 .10 
Within Groups 105 197.08 1.88   

Total 107 206.06    
Negative Autonomy df S.S M.S F Sig. 

Between Groups 2 6.09 3.05 2.15 .12 
Within Groups 105 148.71 1.41   

Total 107 154.80    
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H3 predicted that the size of the organization will be negatively associated with 

journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs. In the dimension of 

positive autonomy, as shown in Table 10, small size of organization group had a mean of 

4.45 and standard deviation of 1.85, medium size of organization group had a mean of 

5.19 and standard deviation of 1.19, and large size of organization group had a mean of 

4.98 and standard deviation of 1.16. In Table 11, the analysis of variance for the size of 

organization revealed that there is a marginally significant difference between the three 

groups based on levels of autonomy (F= 2.40(2,105), p=.10). The results were not 

significant; thus H3 was not supported for positive autonomy.   

In the dimension of positive autonomy, as shown in Table 10, small size of 

organization group had a mean of 1.89 and standard deviation of .98, medium size of 

organization group had a mean of 2.47 and standard deviation of 1.35, and large size of 

organization group had a mean of 2.04 and standard deviation of 1.19. In Table 11, the 

analysis of variance for the size of organization revealed that there is no significant 

difference between the three groups based on levels of autonomy (F=2.15(2,105), p= 

.12).  

Table 12. Regression Result Job, Ad-dependency, and Editors in Positive Autonomy 

 
I.V 

Standardize
d 

Coeffificient
s (Beta) 

 
T 

 
P 

 
R 

 
R2 

Standard 
Error of 

the 
Estimate 

 
F 

(Constant)  3.02 .003 
Job Satisfaction .23 -1.10 .273 
Ad-dependency -.10 2.16* .033 
Allegiance of 

Editors 
.14 1.32 .189 

.35 .12 1.31 4.78 

*p ≤ .05 
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Table 13. Regression Result Job, Ad-dependency, and Editors in Negative  Autonomy 
 

I.V 
Standardize

d 
Coeffificient

s (Beta) 

 
t 

 
P 

 
R 

 
R2 

Standard 
Error of 

the 
Estimate 

 
F 

(Constant)  .96 .341 
Job Satisfaction .15 1.60 .114 
Ad-dependency .18 1.60 .114 
Allegiance of 

editors 
-.07 -.60 .547 

.22 .05 1.19 1.83 

 
In the dimension of positive autonomy, H4 predicted that higher levels of journalist 

job satisfaction will be negatively associated with journalists’ perceived freedom of 

expression in blogging. However, as shown in Table 12, job satisfaction is not related to 

perceived freedom of expression in blogging (β= .23, t = -1.10, p=.27). The effect of job 

satisfaction on perceived freedom of expression in blogging would not have been found 

to be statistically significant. Thus, H4 was not supported.  

H5 predicted that the extent to which journalists perceive their company’s revenue 

as being dependent on advertising sales will be negatively associated with journalists’ 

degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs. As shown in Table 12, ad-

dependency is closely related to perceived freedom of expression of blogging (β=-.10, 

t=2.16, p<.05). The effect of ad-dependency on perceived freedom of expression in 

blogging would have been found to be statistically significant. Yet, it was statistically 

significant only for positive autonomy, not for negative autonomy. Thus, H5 was 

partially supported.  

H6 predicted that the extent to which journalists believe that their editor prioritizes 

business interests will be negatively associated with journalists’ degree of perceived 

autonomy in managing weblogs. However, as displayed in Table 12, the allegiance of 

editors is not related to perceived freedom of expression of blogging (β=.14, t=1.32, 
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p=.19). The effect of editor’s business interest on perceived freedom of expression in 

blogging would not have been found to be statistically significant. Thus, H6 was not 

supported. 

In the dimension of negative autonomy, as shown in Table 13, there were no 

statistically significant relationships between journalists’ perceived freedom of 

expression in blogging and job satisfaction, ad-dependency, or allegiances of editors 

(β=.15, t=1.60, p=.11 for job satisfaction, β=.18, t=1.60, p=.11 for ad-dependency, and 

β=-.07, t=-.60, p=.55 for editor’s business interest). There have not been found to be 

statistically significant relations between journalists’ perceived freedom of expression in 

blogging and job satisfaction, ad-dependency, and editor’s business interest in the 

dimension of negative autonomy. 

Table 14. Multivariate Analysis of Covariate Bureaucracy of Organization in Positive 
Autonomy 

 M S.D N 
No layers of approval 4.50 1.81 16 

Layers of approval existed 4.97 1.30 92 
Total 4.90 1.39 108 

 
Table 15. Mean Difference for Bureaucracy of Organization in Positive Autonomy 

 df S.S M.S F Sig. 
Size of organization 1 2.39 2.39 1.26 .26 

Types of employment 1 3.74 3.74 1.98 .16 
Bureaucracy 1 1.27 1.27 .67 .41 

Total 108 2800.44  
 df S.S M.S F Sig. 

Size of organization 1 2.69 2.69 1.41 .24 
Bureaucracy 1 1.87 1.87 .98 .32 

Total 108 2800.44  
 df S.S M.S F Sig. 

Types of employment 1 4.04 4.04 2.13 .15 
Bureaucracy 1 2.13 2.13 1.27 .29 

Total 108 2800.44  
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Table 16. Multivariate Analysis of Covariate Bureaucracy of Organization in Negative 
Autonomy 

 M S.D N 
No layers of approval 2.38 1.27 16 

Layers of approval existed 2.09 1.19 92 
Total 2.13 1.20 108 

 
Table 17. Mean Difference for Bureaucracy of Organization in Negative Autonomy 

 Df S.S M.S F Sig. 
Size of organization 1 .34 .34 .23 .63 

Types of employment 1 .77 .78 .53 .47 
Bureaucracy 1 1.55 1.55 1.06 .31 

Total 108 646.75  
 Df S.S M.S F Sig. 

Size of organization 1 .39 .39 .27 .61 
Bureaucracy 1 1.32 1.32 .90 .34 

Total 108 646.75  
 Df S.S M.S F Sig. 

Types of employment 1 .82 .82 .56 .45 
Bureaucracy 1 1.33 1.33 .91 .34 

Total 108 646.75  
 

H7 predicted that bureaucracy of organizations will be negatively associated with 

journalists’ degree of perceived autonomy in managing weblogs. In the dimension of 

positive autonomy, as shown in Table 14, no layers of approval group had a mean of 4.50 

and standard deviation of 1.81, layers of approval group had a mean of 4.97 and standard 

deviation of 1.30. In Table 15, the analysis of variance for bureaucracy of an organization 

revealed that there is no significant difference between the two groups based on levels of 

autonomy (F=.67(1,108), p=.41) across group size (F=1.26(1, 108), p=.26), and 

employment (F= 1.98(1,108), p=.16). When only controlling for the size of the 

organization, there is no significant difference between layers of approval of an 

organization on positive autonomy (F=.98(1, 108), p=.32), and group size (F= 

1.41(1,108), p=.24). When only controlling for the types of employment, there is no 
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significant difference between layers of approval of an organization on positive 

autonomy (F=1.27 (1, 108), p=.29), and employment (F= 2.13(1,108), p=.15). Thus, H7 

was not supported.  

In the dimension of negative autonomy, as shown in Table 16, no layers of 

approval group had a mean of 2.38 and standard deviation of 1.27, layers of approval 

group had a mean of 2.09 and standard deviation of 1.19. In Table 17, the analysis of 

variance for bureaucracy of an organization revealed that there is no significant 

difference between the two groups based on levels of autonomy (F=1.06 (1,108), p=.31) 

across group size (F=.23(1,108), p=.63), and employment (F= .53(1,108), p=.47). When 

only controlling for the size of the organization, there is no significant difference between 

layers of approval of an organization on positive autonomy (F=.90(1,108), p=.34), and 

group size (F= .27(1,108), p=.61). When only controlling for the types of employment, 

there is no significant difference between layers of approval of an organization on 

positive autonomy (F=.91(1, 108), p=.34), and employment (F= .56(1,108), p=.45).  

In sums, the relationship between the bureaucracy and the positive autonomy, 

bureaucracy and the negative autonomy would have not been found to be statistically 

significant. Thus, H7 was not supported. 

Additional Findings 

Table 18. Frequency for Weblog Update 
Item Frequency of Response (%/ N) 

Rarely 6% (7) 
About once a month 1% (1) 

About 2-3 times a month 5% (5) 
About once a week 12% (13) 

About 2-3 times a week 31% (34) 
Once a day or more often 44% (47) 

No answer 1% (1) 
Total 100% (108) 
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When participants were asked how frequently they updated their weblogs, 44% (47 

people) of the sample answered one or more times a day, 31% (34 people) indicated 

about 2-3 times a week, 12% (13 people) responded about once a week, 6% (7 people) 

noted that they rarely update their weblogs, 5% (5 people) update about 2-3 times a 

month, and 1% (1 person) answered that he updated his weblog about once a month.  

Table 19. Frequency for Issues of Public Importance 
Item Frequency of Response (N/%) 

Very strongly disagree 4% (4) 
Strongly disagree 3% (3) 

Disagree 4% (4) 
Neutral 20% (22) 
Agree 21% (23) 

Strongly agree 27% (29) 
Very strongly agree 21% (23) 

No answer 0% (0) 
Total 100% (108) 

 

Regarding the degree to which participants believe their weblogs deal mostly with 

non-personal issues, 27% (29 people) of the sample chose the strongly agree response, 

21% (23 people) of each sample answered agree or very strongly agree, 20% (22 people) 

of the sample indicated a neutral response, 4% (4 people) answered very strongly 

disagree or disagree, and 3% (3 people) of sample answered strongly disagree.  

Table 20. Frequency for Interaction between Weblog Readers 

 

Item Get reactions (N/%) Respond to reactions (N/%) 
Not at all 2% (2) 3% (3) 

Sometimes 51% (55) 22% (24) 
Often 23% (25) 33% (36) 

Frequently 24% (26) 41% (44) 
No answer 0% (0) 1% (1) 

Total 100% (108) 100% (108) 
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When participants were asked to indicate the frequency with which they receive 

reactions to their weblogs from readers, responses ranged from not at all to frequently: 

2% (2 people) of the sample indicated that they never get reactions from their readers, 

51% (55 people) sometimes get reactions, 23% (25 people) often get reactions, and 24% 

(26 people) frequently get reactions.  

Responses to the question asking participants how often they respond to their 

weblogs’ readers ranged from not at all through frequently: 3% (3 people) of the sample 

answered that they never respond to their readers, 22% (24 people) sometimes respond to 

their readers, 33% (36 people) often respond to their readers, and 41% (44 people) 

frequently respond to their readers.  

In addition, in terms of the locations where participants most frequently update 

their weblogs, 50% (54 people) of the sample indicated that they update their weblogs in 

the office, and 35% (38 people) of the sample answered that they update their weblogs at 

home. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  

Review of the Present Study 

The purpose of this research was to examine if U.S. journalists who run weblogs 

have autonomy in managing them. This research proposed to examine the link between 

weblogs and journalists’ autonomy. For investigating this research, gatekeeping theory 

was applied as a theoretical frame work. Based on previous gatekeeping research, 

Shoemaker and Reese (1996) elaborated gatekeeping into a five level hierarchical model 

of influences on content: individual, media routine, organization, extramedia, and 

ideological level. Among theses levels, this research has focused on two of the levels: 

individual and organization, examining if gatekeeping theory applies as well to the non-

traditional medium of weblogs. Specifically, this research focused on some influencing 

factors: types of ownership, the status of the blogs as either being company or 

individually run, size of the company, the journalists’ job satisfaction, perceived ad-

dependency of the media organization, allegiance of the editors, and bureaucracy of the 

media organization.  These factors were all independent variables, while journalists’ 

perceived autonomy was the dependent variable. A total of seven hypotheses were 

delivered. In order to test these hypotheses, a Web-based survey was conducted, and a 

total of 108 blogger journalists responded to this survey over the course of two weeks 

from March 22, 2006, to April 5, 2006. To determine statistical significance,  analysis of 

variance, regression tests, and multivariate analysis of covariate were performed.   
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Summary and Discussion of Results 

This study discovered journalists’ perceptions of their organizations’ ad-

dependency act as influencing factors over journalists’ perceived autonomy in managing 

weblogs. Complexity of ownership and size of organization may have an effect but were 

not supported. That is to say, this study concluded that weblogs, a form of non-traditional 

media may be, influenced by ad-dependency factor. 

The first hypothesis, which assumed that the complexity of media organizations has 

a negative relationship to blogger journalists’ autonomy, was not supported, but may 

have an effect. Blogger journalists who work for chain-owned organizations perceive less 

autonomy in blogging than those working for medium chain-owned organizations, and 

those working in medium chain-owned organizations perceive less autonomy than those 

blogging in independently-owned organizations. Even though the differences in this 

study were not significant, further research may clarify that relationship. The significance 

of this finding is that this influencing factor, organization complexity, is as well applied 

to weblogs as would be anticipated by previous research indicating that ownership works 

as an influencing factor in traditional media (Bagdikian, 2004; Coulson and Hansen, 

1995; Lacy, 1991; Picard, 1994; Shoemaker and Reese, 1996). At present, radio, 

television, cable, newspapers, magazines, and other media organizations attempt to grow 

through limitless mergers and strategic coalitions in order to compete for higher positions 

in the media market and obtain more sizable profits (McManus, 1994). As a result, these 

profit-seeking consolidates may influence media content if the content is seen as being 

potentially harmful to the organizations’ profits.  Consequently, blogger journalists will 

also be influenced in their writing and blogging by their organizations’ profit-seeking 
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nature. However, this study did not find that blogger journalists who work for more 

complex organizations possess less freedom of expression. 

The third hypothesis, which assumed that the size of the media organization has a 

negative relationship with blogger journalists’ autonomy, was not supported, but may 

have an influence. Larger companies are likely to need more advertisements to support 

their companies, and for this reason, larger organizations cannot ignore the profits 

brought in by their advertisers (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996). The result showed marginal 

support for this hypothesis, however, and perhaps the result would have been significant 

with a different sample composition.  

The fifth hypothesis, which assumed that the ad-dependency of the media 

organization has a negative relationship with blogger journalists’ autonomy, was partially 

supported. Blogger journalists who perceived their organizations’ ad-dependency as 

being high have less perceived autonomy in blogging than those who do not.  This 

finding is perhaps the most representative implication of the overall results of this study. 

That is to say, media cannot exist apart from advertising, and it follows that media cannot 

be completely free from profit-seeking motivations. Because advertising is the main 

profit avenue for media (McChesney, 2004), media cannot be free from advertisers’ 

influence (Altschull, 1995), and this economic force thus impacts journalists’ writing 

(Price, 2003).  

This study conjectured that three factors out of seven, which are ad-dependency, 

size, and complexity share a common similarity when compared to the other four factors, 

which are blogs ownership, job satisfaction, editor, and bureaucracy. The first three 

factors were involved in organizational concept, whereas the other four are involved the 
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more personal concept. However, when it comes to the concept of other four factors, it 

comes with human subjects. Thus, it is presumed that organization involved factors 

impacting more on weblogs than personal factors. 

The second hypothesis, which assumed that journalist-owned weblogs will be 

associated with greater perceived autonomy as compared to company-owned weblogs, 

was statistically significant but in the opposite direction. That is to say, this study 

discovered that blogger journalists whose blogs belonged to their organizations perceived 

greater autonomy than journalists whose blogs were their own. This finding is possibly 

due to the limitation of the composition of the sample. Among the 108 participants in 

total, 74 people (69%) responded that their organizations host their weblogs and 67 

people (63%) of participants responded that they freely express their opinions on their 

weblogs. Although this study initially started to sample blogger journalists who 

individually run their weblogs, snowball sampling allowed responses from numerous 

blogger journalists who write for company-run weblogs, and in the final sample, they 

accounted for 69% of the respondents. That is to say, because of the snowball method, 

company-supported blogger journalists responded in greater numbers. Thus, it affected 

the data results.  

The fourth hypothesis, which assumed that journalists’ job satisfaction in their 

media organizations has a negative relationship with blogger journalists’ autonomy, was 

not supported. Initially this hypothesis was based on the previous research indicating that, 

job satisfaction was referred to journalists’ overall evaluation of their works. Journalists’ 

job satisfaction represents combination of values, ideas, and beliefs of journalists 

themselves (Baron 1976; Bergen & Weaver 1988). From this supposition, this study drew 
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the conjecture that as journalists’ job satisfaction is lowered, their preference toward 

weblogs will grow. This rejection can be explained by noting that besides the job 

satisfaction matter there are other reasons for blogging such as personal attachment and 

personal interests about blogging. Simply by the journalists own preference, they may 

lean more towards weblog writing. They might enjoy receiving readers’ feedback who 

write their personal views. From this consideration, it is concluded that there is no clear 

relationship between job satisfaction and journalists’ autonomy. 

In testing of the sixth hypothesis, it was discovered that there was no relationship 

between the editor’s business interests and blogger journalists’ perceived autonomy. In 

traditional media, editors who have more business interest tend to have a greater 

influence on journalists’ writing. Yet, when it comes to weblogs, regardless of the degree 

to which editors tend to focus on the bottom line, they do not have an actual right or duty 

to approve their journalist-owned weblog. However, this also was a limitation of sample 

composition. Among responses, 74 people (69%) out of 108 wrote for company-owned 

weblogs, thus this led 67 people (63%) that responded that they freely express their 

opinions on their weblogs. It appears from the results that the survey questions used to 

measure editor allegiance may not have accurately captured the concept. 

The seventh hypothesis examined whether heightened levels of bureaucracy of the 

organization have a negative relationship with blogger journalists’ autonomy, but was not 

supported. Bureaucracy issue is related to job satisfaction. While organizations’ 

bureaucracy was measured in terms of layers of approval, these layers of traditional 

approval are not actually applied to cyberspace or the approval of weblog writing, even 

when the blog is owned by the news organization. In general, weblog writings might not 
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be subject to concrete layers of approval as is the case with traditional media writing. 

That would explain why the layers of bureaucracy showed no relationship to perceived 

autonomy in weblogs. 

In summary, the interesting point of this study is that out of the original seven 

hypotheses, the one partially supported hypothesis, H5, and the two marginally 

significant results for H1 and H3, involve circumstances that typically occur in rather 

large organizations. The question of organizational size (H3), the presumption that chain-

owned media is larger than independent media (H1), the significant result for ad 

dependency (H5), and the positive relationship between ad-dependency and 

organizational size in previous research (McManus, 1994), all are related to and support 

the same idea. Therefore, it might also be presumed that some of the limitations to 

journalists’ perceived autonomy that have long existed within larger organizations might 

also be found in cyberspace with relation to weblogs. There are indications that 

journalists in larger organizations tend to have more restrictions than the ones in smaller 

organizations (Cook and Banks, 1993; Chan, Pan, and Lee, 2004). In conclusion, 

journalists’ weblogs are not media completely free from control of their affiliated 

organizations and are instead partially influenced by these organizations.  

There are some reasons for such a tendency. The first reason is that media 

organizations recognize the influence of weblogs in presenting issues and setting agendas 

in current society. Although the weblog is considered to be a rather personal media 

format that focuses on individualized subjects, the impact of weblogs can never be 

overlooked because their messages are delivered using the most dominant network of all: 

the Internet (Hewitt, 2005). 
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When an issue is exposed on the web, small voices can easily turn into a massive 

roar, and the strength of the message may outmatch the voice of conventional media.  

Profit-focused organizations must be concerned with the tone and messages presented by 

their weblog journalists since these have the potential to work unfavorably against 

organizations’ ultimate goals.  

In fact, there have been a few incidents to make headlines that were ignited by 

citizen bloggers’ activities. Trent Lott’s resignation from the Senate leadership in 2002 

was a prime example of the power of weblog activity over traditional media (Gillmor, 

2004). During his fellow senator’s birthday party, Lott uttered words which could be 

considered racially insensitive, and his comments set off a controversy (Gillmor, 2004). 

Most of the major presses treated the incident lightly, but it was exacerbated and widely 

spread through weblogs and eventually led to Lott’s resignation as Senate Majority leader 

(Gillmor, 2004). Another incident demonstrating the power of weblogs is that of New 

York Times reporter Jayson Blair’s plagiarism scandal in 2003, which received much 

coverage by conservative bloggers who were displeased by the liberal news tone of New 

York Times (Rosen, 2006). Weblogs also spread the fact that Dan Rather, CBS News 

anchor, relied on falsified documents in a report about President Bush during the 2004 

presidential election (Eberhart, 2005). From these incidents, media organizations have 

discovered the significant and far-reaching impact of bloggers.  

Second, as media organizations focus more on profit-seeking and competing with 

other media organizations, they begin to view journalists’ weblogs as another means for 

their publicity or an extension of their media, rather than seeing it as an independent form 

of media. That is, media organizations envision journalists’ weblogs as suitable 
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marketing tools. In reality, many media organizations host their journalists’ weblogs on 

their website and run many current events such as Olympic Games weblogs for attracting 

readers or viewers who are losing interest in traditional media. Therefore, these media 

organizations often feel the need to oversee their journalists’ weblog writing and regulate 

any content that may negatively affect profits derived from advertisers.  Hewitt (2005) 

emphasized that when it comes to the journalistic function of weblogs, constructing a 

transparent blogging system should be more focused on freedom of expression for the 

blogger journalists. 

One of the survey questions delivered in this study asked participants to cite 

reasons for shutting down their weblog if they had previously run one. Out of 108 

respondents, 17 (16%) indicated that they had run a weblog but chosen to shut it down, 

with one respondent giving the following reason: “Stated policy is that journalists are not 

to have Weblogs without prior approval. I didn't know who to ask and had no interest in 

being grilled about it.” 

His/her answer would not be generalized to others. However, it is worth to taking 

notice of the fact that as the number of journalists’ weblogs continue to grow, some 

media organizations are becoming more concerned with their journalists’ weblog writing.  

Obviously some factors limit the range of topics blogger journalists write about; 

however, it is important to note that some other factors, such as weblog ownership, job 

satisfaction, editor allegiance, and bureaucracy, apparently do not affect the perceived 

autonomy of the journalist bloggers. This finding suggests that the expansion of 

journalists’ weblogs might function as a form of alternative media, enabling journalists to 

produce work that would not appear in the traditional news outlets.   
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In addition, this study did not support any hypotheses in the dimension of negative 

autonomy, which was defined  as the prevention of writing what a journalist wants. Ad-

dependency (H3) as well was only supported in the dimension of positive autonomy, 

which was defined as freedom of expression. This may be due to blogger journalists who 

responded to the survey might feel uncomfortable with answering negative questions. 

That is, they might not have responded to the survey honestly because of concerning their 

editors or just their own biases, without intervention of anything or anybody.  

Limitations and Future Research 

First, we might compare the journalist-owned and company-owned weblogs as two 

groups, if we had a bigger sample of each one. Among the 108 participants in total, 74 

people (69%) responded that their organizations host their weblogs and 67 people (63%) 

of participants responded that they freely express their opinions on their weblogs. 

Although this study initially started to sample blogger journalists who individually run 

their weblogs, snowball sampling allowed responses from numerous blogger journalists 

who write for company-run weblogs. It means, in the process of snowball sampling, 

untargeted bloggers might be included and this thus skewed data.  

 Second, the ad-dependency of organizations may be more accurately measured 

based on organization revenues. In this study, the ad-dependency of organizations was 

based mainly on journalists’ perception of their organizations’ level of involvement in 

this category.  

 Third, other media gatekeeping factors should be used to test weblogs. According 

to Shoemaker & Reese (1996), there are some other dimensions aside from the 

organizational and individual level factors that were examined in this study that could be 

considered. 
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Conclusion 

Theoretically, this study proposed to investigate the relationship between 

gatekeeping theory and weblogs. Overall, organizational level gatekeeper existed in 

weblogs but “Mr. Gates” named the editor (White, 1050) did not. News items selected by 

gatekeepers are then sent to the audience. A key aspect in the process of sending news 

items to the gatekeepers is the idea that some of them may be lost and changed (McQuail 

and Windahl, 1981). This study found out that organizations having higher ad-

dependency performed more of a gatekeeping role in weblogs. However, “Mr. Gates” 

apparently had no influence in weblogs. According to White, Gates’ reasons for selection 

news were very subjective, including editor’s personal evaluation of stories.  

Gatekeeping is an established theory in mass communication research. Singer 

(1998) described that “although only a few published studies have specifically addressed 

gatekeeping in the online environment, there is some evidence that journalists see that 

function as evolving and adapting rather than disappearing” (p. 3). This study examined 

whether the six levels of organizational and one level of individual factors which acted as 

gatekeeping role in traditional media worked as well in weblogs. The study concluded 

that organizations expanded their gatekeeing roles onto weblogs when they were ad-

dependent. In other words, gatekeeping theory applies to weblogs even if only partially. 

Weblogs, a new type of media, are considered as alternative media form due to 

merits such as low running costs and real-time update capabilities. Based on these 

notions, this study examined whether blogger journalists are influenced by traditional 

media factors in the same manner as traditional journalists.  Findings of this study 

indicate that some traditional factors, such as media ownership, size of the organization, 

and ad-dependency, limit journalists’ perceived autonomy even in new types of media 
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like weblogs. On the other hand, some traditional factors, such as weblog ownership, 

journalists’ job satisfaction, allegiance of the editors to their organization, and 

bureaucracy of the organization, did not influence blogger journalists. 

In conclusion, journalists’ weblogs are not free from the oversight of their 

organizations but are partially influenced by organizational interests. However, j-bloggers 

indicate they might have more freedom of expression in their blogs than in their writings 

for traditional media. Therefore, these findings seem to indicate the journalists’ weblogs 

might function as alternative media in a way similar to citizens’ weblogs. 
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APPENDIX 
A SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

1) Which corporation owns your news organization?  

Advance____  

Bertelsmann ____ 

Copley Newspapers____ 

Cox____ 

Disney____ 

Gannett ____ 

Hearst____ 

International Data____ 

Knight Ridder ____ 

McGraw-Hill____ 

News Corporation____  

Panax____ 

Reed Elsevier____ 

Scripps-Howard____ 

The New York Times Company ____ 

The Tribune Company (Chicago) ____ 

Time Warner____     

Viacom____ 

My organization is independently owned ____ 

Other____  

 

2) Does your company host your weblog? Yes____    No____ 

 

 

3) Do you host your own weblog separately from any employer?  
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Yes____    No____ 

 

4) Does your organization put journalists’ weblogs on the website of the 

organization? 

Yes____    No____ 

 

5) How many journalists work in your newsroom? 

Less than 20____    20-60____    60-100____    100-140____    more than 140____ 

 

6) I am employed by organization 

Full time ____ part time ____ free lancer ___ I am not employed by any 

organization___ 

 

*Please check the answer that best indicates the degree to which you agree with 

each statement. 

 Very 
strongly 
disagree 

Strongl
y 
disagre
e 

disagre
e 

neutral agree Strongl
y agree 

Very 
strongl
y agree

7) I feel loyal 
toward my 
current company 

       

8) I enjoy 
adopting new 
technology. 

       

9) I am satisfied 
with my current 
work. 

       

10) I express my 
opinion freely in 
my work place. 

       

11) I want to 
leave journalism. 

       

 

*Please check the box that best indicates the degree to which you agree with each 

statement. 

 Very Strongl disagre neutral agree Strongl Very 
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strongly 
disagree 

y 
disagre
e 

e y agree strongl
y agree

12) I might be 
reprimanded if I 
write against 
advertisers. 

       

13) My company 
cares about 
bottom line. 

       

14) Advertisers 
influence contents 
in my company’s 
news products. 

       

15) My company 
depends on 
advertising. 

       

 

*Please check the box that best indicates the degree to which you agree with each 

statement. 

 Very 
strongly 
disagree 

Strongl
y 
disagre
e 

disagre
e 

neutral agree Strongl
y agree 

Very 
strongl
y agree

16) My editor has 
power in the 
organization. 

       

17) My editor 
stresses that 
freedom of 
expression is 
important in 
journalism 

       

18) My editor 
cares about 
bottom line. 

       

19) My editor is 
open to the 
opinions of 
reporters 

       

20) My editor 
supports my 
work. 
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21) On average, how many people must approve your stories before they are 

published in the news organization, or broadcast in your news program? 

None____    1____    2____    3____    more than 3 people____ 

 

Weblog adoption (Dependent Variable- freedom of expression) 

22) How long have you been publishing your weblog?  ____years and  

____months. 

 

23) If you used to run a weblog, but shut it down, why? 

No time____    no more interest____    pressure from bosses____    other____ 

 

24) How often do you update your weblog? 

rarely____     

about once a month____     

about 2-3 times a month____     

about once a week____     

about 2-3 times a week____     

once a day or more often____ 

 

*Please check the box that best indicates the degree to which you agree with each 

statement. 

 

 Very 
strongly 
disagree 

Strongl
y 
disagre
e 

disagre
e 

neutral agree Strongl
y agree 

Very 
strongl
y agree

25) My work 
mostly deals with 
issues of public 
importance (non-
personal issues). 

       

 

26) Where do you usually update your weblog? 

Home____    office____    other____ 
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27) How often do you get reactions (comments, e-mails, etc) from your weblog 

readers? 

Not at all ____    sometimes____    often____   frequently____     

 

28) How often do you respond, if they do receive comments? 

Not at all ____    sometimes____    often____   frequently____     

  

*Please check the box that best indicates the degree to which you agree with each 

statement. 

 Very 
strongly 
disagree 

Strongl
y 
disagre
e 

disagre
e 

neutral agree Strongl
y agree 

Very 
strongl
y agree

29) My company 
encourages 
journalists to run 
weblogs. 

       

30) I have 
received positive 
reactions 
(comments, etc) 
to my weblog 
from my 
supervisor, co-
workers, and 
other people in 
the company. 

       

31) I have 
received negative 
reactions 
(comments, etc) 
to my weblog 
from my 
supervisor, co-
workers, and 
other people in 
the company. 

       

32) I believe my 
weblog is 
monitored by 
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upper-level 
managers in the 
company. 
33) My weblog 
has been censored 
by upper-level 
managers in the 
company. 

       

34) I freely 
express my 
opinion on my 
weblog. 

       

 

Demographics 

35) Please check your gender.     Male____    Female____ 

 

36) How old are you?     _____years old 

 

37) How long have you been working as a journalist? 

less than 1 year____     

at least 1, but less than 5 years____     

at least 5, but less than 10 years____     

at least 10, but less than 15 years____ 

at least 15, but less than 20 years____ 

more than 20 years____ 

 

38) How long have you been working at your current company? Or, if free lancer, 

how long have you been working? 

less than 1 year____     

at least 1, but less than 5 years____     

at least 5, but less than 10 years____     

at least 10, but less than 15 years____ 

at least 15, but less than 20 years____ 

more than 20 years____ 
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39) Which beat do you cover? (Check all that apply) 

city/ metro____     

sports____     

features____     

arts & entertainment____     

business____  

national____ 

international____ 

technology____ 

other____ 
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